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Executive Summary
The following executive summary was developed with assistance from the Stillwater
Avenue Advisory Committee and BACTS. Old Town, Orono and other surrounding
communities, along with the University of Maine are excited about revitalizing and
improving a critical corridor of the area, serving thousands of vehicles, pedestrians, and
bicyclists every day and creating a gateway to the communities and University.
This study dovetails with efforts by the MaineDOT who are currently working on design
plans for the bridges over the Stillwater River, which could blend seamlessly into upgrades
along the Stillwater Avenue corridor.
The full technical report, including backup material, essential data, and various options
considered and evaluated, is extensive and included with this study. This Executive
Summary focuses on the end results and the positive direction the Advisory Committee
and BACTS identified for improving the corridor for all modes of travel.
Included in this study are plans depicting revisions to the two key signalized intersections
as well as the links between them. Listed below, from south to north, are brief discussions
of essential modifications:


The signalized intersection of Bennoch Road and Stillwater Avenue will be improved
through upgrading an antiquated signal system, pedestrian accommodations including
a new “blank out sign” and leading pedestrian interval, geometric improvements and
the discontinuance of Franklin Street, the fifth leg into an already confusing
intersection.



Traveling north from the intersection with Bennoch Road, a center turn lane is
introduced, allowing vehicles turning onto and off from driveways and side streets
such as Spring Street to do so more safely and without interfering with through traffic
along Stillwater Avenue. Edge lines will be introduced along Stillwater Avenue to
provide a shoulder for bicyclists to ride and may have the added benefit of potentially
slowing Stillwater Avenue traffic.



Both Spring Street approaches to Stillwater Avenue will be reconstructed to remove
existing confusing islands and provide better guidance with new channelization islands.



A new mid-block crosswalk is proposed at the end of Free Street, supplemented with
ADA landings, and new striping and flashing beacons actuated by the crossing
pedestrian to alert motorists of the crossing pedestrian.
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Separate from this project, but a critical component, the MaineDOT will be replacing
the Stillwater Avenue bridges with a single travel lane in each direction, shoulders to
accommodate bicycles, and a sidewalk on the westerly side to accommodate
pedestrians.



Upgrades are also proposed from the new bridge to the College Avenue signalized
intersection. The cross-section will be widened to provide for two travel lanes in
each direction, shoulders for bicycles, and a sidewalk along the westerly side of
Stillwater Avenue to support the sidewalk on the new bridges.



The intersection of Stillwater Avenue and College Avenue will see significant
improvements, including: Upgrades to the antiquated signal equipment (including
emergency pre-emption and transit priority), Stillwater Avenue northbound approach
will be widened for an additional through lane with associated receiving lane, College
Avenue westbound approach will be widened to provide two left turn lanes with
associated receiving lane, new pedestrian accommodations will be provided on each
corner with well striped crosswalks. In addition, an existing dysfunctional left turn
lane into McDonalds will be replaced with a functional center turn lane that can be
used by all the businesses in the immediate area on that leg of the intersection.



Bicycle lanes are being added throughout the study area to better accommodate
bicycles and make them more visible to vehicular traffic.

This study represents the first step in a multi-step process. As identified previously, the
MaineDOT is currently designing the bridges across the Stillwater River. The next step
for the improvements identified in this study is to collect survey and utility information
and complete construction drawings.
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Introduction
The Bangor Area Comprehensive Transportation System (BACTS) requested this study of
Stillwater Avenue from the Orono / Old Town municipal line northerly to College Avenue, a
distance of approximately 3,400 feet. At the municipal line, which is located at the northerly end
of the Dunkin Donuts Driveway, the corridor begins a transition from five lanes to three, reducing
to two at the bridges over the Stillwater River. This is a corridor of significant regional
importance, not only to all modes of travel, but also to the residences and businesses with
accesses along the corridor. It is heavily congested at times with limited opportunities for
pedestrians and bicyclists and is not efficient for transit. Congestion and safety issues are of
particular concern during the commuting times when UMaine is in session and when special
events occur.
A 2003 traffic study completed for BACTS covering a much larger area of which this corridor
was a part of, recommended that four lanes should be constructed in the future when the bridges
over the Stillwater River are replaced. However, a preliminary study completed last year by the
MaineDOT found that only two lanes would be required plus bicycle and pedestrian facilities and
that the primary cause of congestion along the corridor is the intersections of Stillwater Avenue
and its approaches. This revised finding is not surprising given a reduction in traffic growth caused
by the recent recession, and also more awareness by the public of the need to seek alternatives
to the single occupant vehicle and policy maker’s prioritization of viable alternatives. The purpose
of this study was to determine what improvements could be made along this section of Stillwater
Avenue and its approaches to result in a vibrant “Complete Street”, safely serving not only
motorized traffic and transit at an acceptable level of service, but also non-motorized users such
as bicyclists and pedestrians.
There are many stakeholders in this effort including Orono, Old Town and other surrounding
communities, residents and businesses with access along the corridor, UMaine, BACTS,
MaineDOT and others. The recommendations developed during this study listened closely to
those interests and developed a plan fully considering what was heard and the issues raised during
the process.

Previous Studies
To gain a thorough understanding and form a complete picture of the corridor, GP collected
background information and studies to identify previous recommendations. There were two
studies completed that were especially relevant to this study. The first was a 2003 Stillwater
Avenue Corridor Study for Orono and Old Town completed for BACTS, which identified very
similar goals to this study. The second study is the 2015 Stillwater Avenue Bridge Study
completed by MaineDOT, which was completed to determine the number of lanes required for
a bridge replacement across the Stillwater River.
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The information, conclusions, and recommendations provided in these two studies were
considered in the completion of this study.

Existing Conditions
Study Area
The study area for this project includes an approximately 0.65 mile section of Stillwater Avenue
from the Old Town / Orono municipal Town line extending northerly to College Avenue. This
section of Stillwater Avenue is classified as a minor arterial with an annual average daily traffic
volume of approximately 16,000 vehicles per day. There are two signalized intersections located
in the study area; the intersection of Bennoch Road and Franklin Street with Stillwater Avenue
and the intersection of College Avenue with Stillwater Avenue. These intersections have been
identified as key intersections and their operation has a significant impact on the operation of the
corridor as a whole. The unsignalized intersection of Stillwater Avenue with Spring Street has
also been identified as a key intersection. The attached Figure 1 shows the study area. The
following is a description of the intersections and roadway segments being studied:

Intersection of Bennoch Road / Franklin Street with Stillwater Avenue
This is a signalized, five leg intersection, with Stillwater Avenue running north-south, Bennoch
Road running northwest-southeast, and Franklin Street running northeast-southwest. The
Franklin Street approach is one-way northeast-bound, away from the intersection and is
restricted to local traffic. On Stillwater Avenue, both the northbound and southbound
approaches have a left turn lane, a through lane, and a right turn slip lane that is separated from
the intersection with a channelization island. The Bennoch Road northwest and southeast
approaches have a left-through lane and a right turn lane. There are pedestrian crosswalks across
the Stillwater Avenue southbound approach and the Bennoch Road southeast approach. None
of the pedestrian landings appear to meet ADA standards. Sidewalks are provided on the west
side of Stillwater Avenue and the north side of the Bennoch Road southeast approach.
It is our understanding that the signal at this intersection operates under “pre-timed” control
running on “max” time with no operational vehicle detection, which is extremely inefficient and
lends itself to long queues of traffic during peak times of the day and before and after events at
the University of Maine.

Intersection of Spring Street / Stillwater Avenue
This is an unsignalized, four leg intersection. Stillwater Avenue is running north-south and Spring
Street runs northwest-southeast. The Stillwater Avenue northbound and southbound approaches
are free flowing, while the Spring Street northwest and southeast approaches are stop controlled.
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There are triangular islands in both of the Spring Street approaches that separate the vehicles
entering and exiting Spring Street. There are sidewalks on the south side of the southeast
approach of Spring Street and on the west side of both Stillwater Avenue approaches. There are
no marked crosswalks at this intersection.
It is our understanding that the public is concerned about the operation of this intersection due
to the skewed angle, high traffic volumes on Stillwater Avenue, and the perceived delays / queuing
at the intersection of Bennoch Road with Stillwater Avenue.

Stillwater Avenue from Bennoch Road to College Avenue
This portion of Stillwater Avenue is primarily a two lane roadway segment. It widens to three
lanes as it approaches the intersections on the north and south ends. The speed limit on this
segment of Stillwater Avenue is 25 mph. Two consecutive bridges are located within this roadway
segment, which are currently being evaluated by the MaineDOT for replacement in the near
future. Sidewalks are provided on the west side of the road from Bennoch Road to a point
approximately 550 feet north of the intersection. There is a crosswalk that provides a pedestrian
connection to the east side of Stillwater Avenue. Sidewalks are provided on the east side of
Stillwater Avenue starting at a point approximately 550 feet north of the intersection with
Bennoch Road and extending north to the intersection with College Avenue.

Intersection of College Avenue with Stillwater Avenue
The intersection of College Avenue with Stillwater Avenue is a signalized four leg intersection.
Stillwater Avenue has a north-south orientation and College Avenue has an east-west orientation.
The Stillwater Avenue northbound approach has a left turn lane, a through lane, and a right turn
lane. The southbound approach has a left turn lane and a through-right lane. Both the eastbound
and westbound approaches of College Avenue have a left turn lane and a through-right lane.
There are sidewalks on the east side of the Stillwater Avenue northbound approach, on the west
side of the Stillwater Avenue southbound approach, and on the north side of the College Avenue
westbound approach. There are pedestrian crosswalks across the southbound Stillwater
approach and across the College Ave westbound approach. None of the pedestrian landings
appear to meet ADA standards.
It is our understanding that the signal at this intersection is not operating to its fullest potential
due to older equipment that is not programed and fully functional. This aids in creating long
queues during peak times of the day and before and after events at the University of Maine.
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Traffic Volumes

Intersection Traffic Volumes
To evaluate the existing traffic conditions in the study area, traffic counts were collected at the
two signalized intersections in the study area. The Bangor Area Comprehensive Transportation
System (BACTS) completed turning movement counts at the intersections of Bennoch Road /
Franklin Street with Stillwater Avenue and College Avenue with Stillwater Avenue on Wednesday
November 9, 2016 from 7:00 AM to 9:00 AM and again from 4:00 PM to 6:00 PM.
Additional turning movement counts were collected for the intersection of College Avenue with
Stillwater Avenue on Saturday November 5, 2016 from 10:00 AM to 6:00 PM and Saturday
November 19, 2016 from 10:00 AM to 6:00 PM. These turning movements were collected while
there were special events occurring on the University of Maine campus. The following identifies
some of the major events occurring on those days:


Saturday – November 5, 2016
o Women’s Swimming and Diving vs University of Vermont (11 AM – 2 PM)
o Football vs Villanova (12 PM – 2 PM)
o Men’s Basketball vs University of Maine at Fort Kent (3:30 PM – 5:30 PM)
o Men’s Ice Hockey vs Boston College (7:30 PM – 9:30 PM)



Saturday – November 19, 2016
o Football vs New Hampshire (1 PM – 3 PM)

Additional turning movement counts were collected at the intersections of Spring Street /
Stillwater Avenue and Gould Street / Spring Street on Wednesday, March 29, 2017 from 6:00
AM to 6:00 PM.
The results of all turning movement counts are shown on the attached Figure 2.

2017 Design Hour Volumes
Typically, the design hour for traffic volumes is the 30th highest hour of the year, which usually
occurs in the mid-summer. However, the University is not fully operational in the mid-summer.
For the purposes of this study, GP seasonally adjusted the through Stillwater Avenue traffic
volumes at the Bennoch Road intersection, and the through Stillwater Avenue traffic volumes as
well as all the volumes onto or off from College Avenue at the College Ave / Stillwater Avenue
intersection. The volumes are seasonally adjusted using the weekly group mean factors published
by MaineDOT. This seasonal adjustment resulted in an increase of 6.8% for the College Avenue
and Bennoch Road intersections and an increase of 8.0% for the Spring Street intersection. This
may be slightly conservative since the volumes collected in November and March include the
University at full operation and then adjusted to August when there is seasonal traffic but the
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University is not at full operations. So, it combines the effects of the University in full operation
with some residual seasonal summer traffic volumes.
In addition to seasonally adjusting the traffic volumes, they were also adjusted by an annual growth
rate to represent 2017 design hour volumes. The MaineDOT yearly traffic counts show an
average decrease in traffic volumes over the past five years. However, MaineDOT recently
completed a study for the Stillwater Avenue Bridge, in which they utilized an annual straight-line
growth rate of 1% per year. To be consistent with this study, GP has also used a growth rate of
1% per year to increase the seasonally adjusted traffic volumes to 2017 design hour volumes.
The resulting 2017 existing conditions traffic volumes are shown on the attached Figure 3 in
Appendix A. It should be noted that due to the methodology used to forecast the Design Hour
Volumes, these volumes are most likely in excess of what is actually being experienced along the
corridor.

Roadway Segment Traffic Volume
Traffic volumes for the segment of Stillwater Avenue between Bennoch Road and College Avenue
were collected by BACTS. An Automatic Traffic Recorder (ATR) was placed north of Bennoch
Road and south of the Stillwater Bridge from Monday October 3, 2016 to Wednesday October
5, 2016. This ATR counted all vehicles traveling northbound and southbound on Stillwater
Avenue. The result of the count is an estimated Average Daily Traffic (ADT) volume for the
roadway segment of 15,174 vehicles. The ADT is typically then adjusted to the Annual Average
Daily Traffic (AADT) using the weekly group mean factors published by MaineDOT. This would
result in an AADT for this section of Stillwater Avenue of approximately 14,415 vehicles.
However, due to the impact of the University traffic, the seasonal adjustment typically used may
not be entirely appropriate for this location.
MaineDOT has identified on their website that this section of Stillwater Avenue has an AADT of
approximately 16,320 vehicles, slightly higher than what was calculated. Their calculated AADT
in their Stillwater Avenue Bridge study (completed in November 2015) was 16,640 vehicles. It
is our opinion that the actual AADT falls between 15,174 and 16,640 vehicles per day.
Capacity Analysis
To assess the existing operation of the study area signalized intersections, capacity analyses were
completed using Synchro/SimTraffic computer analysis software. The intersections are evaluated
on a Level of Service scale ‘A’ through ‘F’. Levels of service are ranked where an ‘A’ is very short
control delays and an ‘F’ represents very poor traffic conditions. If the level of service falls below
a ‘D’, an evaluation should be made to determine if mitigation is warranted. The Level of Service
for this evaluation represents the average of five SimTraffic runs.
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These capacity analyses are based on the intersection geometry, timing, phasing, and factors used
in the capacity analyses completed by MaineDOT for their 2015 Stillwater Avenue Bridge Study.
However, we have used the adjusted traffic volumes discussed previously since the traffic volumes
used for the MaineDOT study were collected in 2014. In addition to the AM and PM weekday
peak hours, capacity analysis for the intersection of Stillwater Avenue / College Avenue was also
completed for two Saturdays with special events occurring on the University campus.
The following table summarizes the relationship between control delay and level of service for
signalized intersections:
Level of Service Criteria for Signalized Intersections
Level of Service
A
B
C
D
E
F

Control Delay per Vehicle (seconds)
Less than 10.0
10.1 to 20.0
20.1 to 35.0
35.1 to 55.0
55.1 to 80.0
Greater than 80.0

Level of Service Criteria for Unsignalized Intersections
Level of Service
A
B
C
D
E
F

Control Delay per Vehicle (seconds)
Less than 10.0
10.1 to 15.0
15.1 to 25.0
25.1 to 35.0
35.1 to 50.0
Greater than 50.0

The results of the capacity analyses are summarized as follows. The detailed analyses are attached
in Appendix B.
Level of Service Summary
Approach
Stillwater Ave / College Ave (S)
College EB
College WB
Stillwater NB
Stillwater SB
Overall

Level of Service
PM
Sat (11-5-16) Sat (11-19-16)

AM
C [C]
B [B]
B [B]
B [B]
B [B]

C [C]
D [D/C]
D [E/F]
B [B]
C [D]
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C
C
C
B
C

C
B
B
B
B

Approach
Stillwater Ave / Spring St (U)
Stillwater NB
Stillwater SB
Spring SE
Spring NW
Stillwater Ave / Bennoch Rd (S)
Stillwater NB
Stillwater SB
Bennoch SE
Bennoch NW
Overall

Level of Service
PM
Sat (11-5-16) Sat (11-19-16)

AM
A
A
C
C

A
A
C
D

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

A [A]
B [B]
B [B]
B [C/B]
B [B]

A [A/B]
B [B]
B [B]
B [B]
B [B]

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

(S) = Signalized Intersection
(U) = Unsignalized Intersection
[XX] = Levels of Service as provided in the MaineDOT “Capacity Analysis for the Stillwater Avenue Bridge, Old
Town, Maine” dated November 2015.

As shown in the table, the current capacity analysis is extremely close to that completed by
MaineDOT in November 2015. The current capacity analysis identifies that all intersection
approaches operate at levels of service “D” or better. The intersection of Stillwater Avenue with
College Avenue operates at slightly lower levels of service during the PM peak hour than the AM
peak hour, however the levels of service are still acceptable.
Crash History
Gorrill Palmer obtained the most recent three year collision data for the study area from
MaineDOT for the period of 2013-2015, the most recent period available at the time this study
was completed. To determine whether a location has a high incidence of crashes, MaineDOT
uses two criteria to define a High Crash Location (HCL). Both criteria must be met in order to
be classified as an HCL.
1. A critical rate factor (CRF) of 1.00 or more for a three year period. A CRF compares
the actual crash rate to the rate for similar intersections in the state. A CRF of less than
1.00 indicates a crash rate that is not significantly above average and:
2. A minimum of eight crashes over the same three year period.
The following table summarizes the crash data provided by MaineDOT including intersections
and roadway segments:
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Crash Data Summary
Location

CRF
Intersections
Orono / Old Town Municipal Line
0.00
Bennoch / Franklin / Stillwater
0.70
Spring / Stillwater
0.14
Free / Stillwater
0.00
Stillwater Bridge
0.79
Michael / Stillwater
0.00
College / Stillwater
0.47
Roadway Segments
Orono/Old Town TL to Bennoch Rd
0.93
Bennoch Rd to Spring St
0.73
Spring St to Free St
0.63
Free St to Stillwater Bridge
1.11
Stillwater Bridge to Michael St
0.51
Michael St to College Ave
0.82

Crashes

HCL?

0
17
1
0
3
0
12

No
No
No
No
No
No
No

12
6
4
6
6
5

No
No
No
No
No
No

As shown in the table, there are no high crash locations within the study area. However, it should
be noted that the two signalized intersections within the study area have relatively high numbers
of crashes. In addition, the roadway link from the Orono / Old Town TL to Bennoch Road also
has a relatively high number of crashes.
Since the signalized intersections of Bennoch Road / Franklin Street with Stillwater Avenue and
College Avenue with Stillwater Avenue have been identified as key intersections in the study area,
GP obtained the police reports and created collision diagrams for the two intersections.
Although the intersection of Spring Street with Stillwater Avenue was identified at a public
meeting as a key intersection, crashes were isolated to one rear end collision, so a collision
diagram was not created. The collision diagrams allow GP to further evaluate the intersections
and identify if there are correctable crash patterns. For this evaluation, a crash pattern has been
considered three or more similar crashes in the three year time period.
The following is a more detailed discussion of the crashes reviewed at the two signalized
intersections:

Bennoch Road / Franklin Street / Stillwater Avenue (Signalized)
This location has a CRF of 0.70 and experienced 17 collisions from 2013 to 2015. This is a five
leg signalized intersection, although Franklin Street is one-way eastbound (away from the
intersection). The collision diagram identified one crash pattern of rear-ends on Stillwater
Avenue southbound. Based on a review of the police reports, of the six rear-end collisions, four
were caused by vehicles following too closely. Additionally, three of the six rear end collisions
occurred when the road surface was ice, snow, or slush. This intersection may benefit from
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additional winter maintenance to improve road conditions and a field evaluation of the yellow
time for the traffic signal to ensure it is sufficient. Retiming, potentially re-phasing, and upgrade
of signal equipment at this intersection as a result of this study may decrease the number of
crashes.
One of the collisions at this intersection involved a bicyclist. This collision is discussed in more
detail in the Pedestrian and Bicycle Collisions section, below.

College Avenue / Stillwater Avenue (Signalized)
This location has a CRF of 0.47 and experienced 12 collisions from 2013 to 2015. This is a four
leg, signalized intersection that is one of the primary routes to the University of Maine campus.
The collision diagram identified one crash pattern of rear-end collisions on College Avenue
northbound. Based on a review of the police reports, all six of the rear-end collisions were
caused by vehicles following too closely. The yellow time for the traffic signal should be reviewed
to ensure it is sufficient. Retiming, potentially re-phasing, and upgrade of signal equipment at this
intersection as a result of this study may decrease the number of crashes.

Pedestrian and Bicycle Collisions
In areas near schools and universities, or other locations that may experience high volumes of
pedestrian and bicycle traffic, the number of collisions involving pedestrians and bicycles should
be considered when evaluating the safety of the corridor. Based on the information provided by
MaineDOT, there were no collisions in which a pedestrian was hit by a vehicle in the study area
from 2013 to 2015. However, there were two rear end collisions that involved vehicles waiting
for a pedestrian in the crosswalk on Stillwater Avenue north of Bennoch Road.
There was one bicycle collision in the study area from 2013 to 2015 and it occurred at the
intersection of Bennoch Road with Stillwater Avenue. Based on a review of the police report,
the bicyclist was crossing the eastbound approach of Bennoch Road and was struck by a vehicle.
The collision was a hit and run, so the cause of the crash is not known.
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Future Conditions
2037 Future Conditions
To evaluate future traffic conditions in the study area, traffic volumes were forecast to a 20 year
horizon, which yields a design year of 2037. To forecast the 2037 traffic volumes, GP applied an
annual growth to the 2017 Existing Volumes and added forecast traffic that would use the
Stillwater Avenue corridor from potential developments in the area. The following is a summary
of the future traffic volumes evaluation:
Annual Growth Rate
To forecast the 2037 traffic volumes, an annual growth rate has been applied to the 2017 existing
volumes. The annual growth rate estimates the increase in traffic due to projects that have not
been identified or are anticipated to have minor impact individually. GP adjusted the 2017 existing
traffic volumes using a straight line growth of 1% per year. This is consistent with the growth
rate used in the MaineDOT’s “Capacity Analysis for the Stillwater Avenue Bridge, Old Town,
Maine” dated November 2015. The 2037 Predevelopment traffic volumes are shown on the
attached Figure 4 in Appendix A.
Potential Development
Although the annual growth rate is applied to forecast the increase in traffic due to various
unknown developments, GP also included traffic from any potential projects that are being
planned in the 2037 Predevelopment volumes. GP has worked with the Town of Orono, the
City of Old Town, and the University of Maine to identify any specific developments that would
add significant traffic to the Stillwater Avenue corridor. These projects should be included in the
traffic volumes for this study since they are anticipated to be occupied before 2037. The following
is a summary of the developments that have been identified for the Town of Orono, the City of
Old Town, and the University of Maine:


Town of Orono:
o No significant developments in the vicinity of the study area



City of Old Town:
o Convenience Store on the corner of Stillwater Avenue and College Avenue with
20-25 employees
o Forest Industry buildings on Main Street with up to 200 employees
o 100,000 sf manufacturing facility on Gilman Falls Road with 65 new employees
o Additional manufacturing in Old Town with 50 employees
12

o Commercial development on Stillwater Avenue between Old Town Elementary
School and the United Methodist Church
o Redevelopment of Old Town Canoe with commercial space up to 100 employees


University of Maine:
o Increase number of students from 11,219 to 12,200 by 2020

GP evaluated each of the identified projects to estimate the impact on the corridor and made the
following assumptions to forecast the trip generation for the potential developments:


City of Old Town projects:
o Convenience store – convenience store with fueling positions based on a 2006
Traffic Movement Permit Application completed by Gorrill Palmer
o Forest Industry Buildings – office space with 200 employees
o Gilman Falls Manufacturing – 100,000 sf manufacturing with 65 employees
o Additional Manufacturing – the trip generation is assumed to be covered by the
background traffic growth
o Commercial buildings – the trip generation is assumed to be covered by the
background traffic growth
o Old Town Canoe redevelopment – hotel with 100 employees



University of Maine growth:
o Increase of 981 students

The assumptions made are the best approximation for the uses and sizes at this time. All of these
projects are subject to change. Although the type or size of a development may change, these
assumptions allow potential development to be factored in to the future traffic volumes. The
trip generation for these potential developments was estimated using the Institute of
Transportation Engineers’ (ITE) publication, Trip Generation, Seventh Edition. The results of
the trip generation calculations are summarized in the following table:
Potential Development Trip Generation Summary
Land Use

Size

Old Town
Convenience Store
5,857 sf
Office Space
200 employees
100,000 sf / 65
Manufacturing
employees
Hotel
100 employees

AM Peak Hour
Entering Exiting
Total

PM Peak Hour
Entering Exiting
Total

101
109

101
12

202
121

131
17

132
99

263
116

41

14

55

23

35

58

41

28

69

44

36

80
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University of Maine
College
Total

981 students

165
457

41
196

206
653

62
277

144
446

206
723

It should be noted that the total potential development trip generation is not equivalent to the
traffic from the developments that is anticipated to be added to the Stillwater Avenue corridor
because the projects are located throughout Old Town and not exclusively on Stillwater Avenue.
The potential development traffic that is anticipated to use Stillwater Avenue is shown on the
attached Figure 6 (Appendix A).
2037 Postdevelopment Traffic Volumes
To forecast the 2037 Postdevelopment traffic volumes, the trip assignment for the potential
development in the area shown on Figure 6 was combined with the 2037 Predevelopment
Volumes on Figures 4 & 5. The forecasted 2037 Postdevelopment traffic is shown on the attached
Figures 7 & 8. It should be noted that due to the methodology used to arrive at the 2037
Postdevelopment volumes, the forecasted volumes are most likely higher than what will actually
be experienced along the corridor.
Capacity Analysis
The future operation of the Stillwater Avenue corridor was evaluated for the unsignalized and
signalized intersections using the same Synchro / SimTraffic computer software and methodology
that was used for the 2017 Existing Conditions analysis. The results are based on the average of
five SimTraffic runs. The same level of service scale of ‘A’ to ‘F’ for signalized and unsignalized
intersections was used to evaluate the operation of the intersections. The evaluation was
completed using three different intersection geometrics; the existing geometry, the Stillwater
Avenue at College Avenue proposed alternative in MaineDOT’s “Capacity Analysis for the
Stillwater Avenue Bridge, Old Town, Maine” dated November 2015, and the alternative
geometrics as proposed as a result of this study. The following is a summary of the capacity
analyses for each scenario.

Existing Intersection Geometry
The capacity analyses for the 2037 future conditions with existing intersection geometry are
based on the timing, phasing, and factors used in the capacity analysis completed by MaineDOT
for their 2015 Stillwater Avenue Bridge Study. The following table summarizes the results of the
model. The “predevelopment” is without the “potential development” (described previously)
added and the “postdevelopment” adds the “potential development”. Detailed reports are
included in Appendix A.
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Level of Service Summary
Approach
AM
Stillwater Ave /
College Ave (S)
College EB
College WB
Stillwater NB
Stillwater SB
Overall
Stillwater Ave /
Spring St (U)
Stillwater NB
Stillwater SB
Spring SE
Spring NW
Stillwater Ave /
Bennoch Rd (S)
Stillwater NB
Stillwater SB
Bennoch SE
Bennoch NW
Overall

2037 Level of Service with Existing Geometry
Predevelopment
Postdevelopment
Sat
Sat
Sat
PM
AM
PM
(11/5) (11/19)
(11/5)

Sat
(11/19)

C
B
B
B
B

D
F
F
B
F

C
D
D
B
D

C
C
C
B
C

C
B
B
C
C

D
F
F
C
F

C
D
F
C
E

C
B
D
C
C

A
A
E
D

C
A
F
F

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

A
A
E
D

D
A
F
F

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

NA
N/A
N/A
N/A

A
B
B
B
B

E
B
B
B
D

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

B
B
B
B
B

F
B
B
B
F

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

(S) = Signalized Intersection
(U) = Unsignalized Intersection

Signalized Intersections
As shown in the table, both signalized intersections are forecast to operate at acceptable levels
of service during the 2037 AM peak hour predevelopment and postdevelopment conditions. The
intersection of Stillwater Avenue with College Avenue is forecast to operate at very low levels
of service during the 2037 PM condition both predevelopment and postdevelopment. The
Stillwater Avenue with Bennoch Road intersection is forecast to operate at low levels of service
during the PM Peak hour. Based on a review of the model, the failing level of service is due to
the queue of northbound through traffic at the intersection of Stillwater Avenue with College
Avenue extending south past Bennoch Road.
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The intersection of College Avenue with Stillwater Avenue operates at overall acceptable levels
of service during both Saturday predevelopment scenarios. However, during the 2037 Saturday
peak hour with a University event postdevelopment condition the Stillwater Avenue northbound
approach operates at a failing level of service.

Unsignalized Spring Street / Stillwater Avenue Evaluation and Signal Warrant Analysis
At the unsignalized intersection of Stillwater Avenue with Spring Street, the Spring Street
approaches are forecast to operate at low levels of service during both the predevelopment and
postdevelopment conditions. This is typical for a STOP controlled approach to a free flowing
arterial during peak hours of the day. Additionally, during the PM predevelopment and
postdevelopment conditions, the Stillwater Avenue northbound approach is shown as operating
at a level of service of “C” or below, even though the traffic for the approach should be free
flowing. This delay is due to the northbound queue of the intersection of Stillwater Avenue with
College Avenue extending south past Spring Street.
At the first public meeting, the desire to signalize this intersection was raised. As a result, BACTS
collected 12 hours of turning movement counts for the intersection on March 29, 2017. In order
to install a traffic signal, it must meet at least one of nine signal warrants, as identified in the
Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD). Based on a review of the data, field
observations, and previous information identified in this study, this intersection would not be
expected to meet any of the warrants for signalization.

MaineDOT Proposed Intersection Alternative
MaineDOT’s “Capacity Analysis for the Stillwater Avenue Bridge, Old Town, Maine” dated
November 2015 evaluated several alternatives for the Stillwater Avenue Bridge and the and the
signalized intersections of College Avenue with Stillwater Avenue and Bennoch Road with
Stillwater Avenue to evaluate the number of lanes required for the Bridge and to improve the
operation of the corridor for future conditions. Based on their analysis, they recommended
maintaining the bridge width at two lanes. The Study also recommended the following
improvements to the intersection of Stillwater Avenue with College Avenue:



The addition of a second westbound left turn lane on College Avenue with an additional
receiving lane on Stillwater Avenue
Changing the northbound right turn lane to a through-right lane on Stillwater Avenue
with an additional receiving lane on the opposite side of the intersection

Since the traffic volumes used in this study are slightly different than those used in the MaineDOT
study, the timing of the signalized intersections was adjusted slightly, but the phasing remained as
proposed by MaineDOT. The following table summarizes the results of the capacity analyses
with the MaineDOT proposed geometrics. The detailed analyses are provided in Appendix B.
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Level of Service Summary
Approach
AM
Stillwater Ave /
College Ave (S)
College EB
College WB
Stillwater NB
Stillwater SB
Overall
Stillwater Ave /
Spring St (U)
Stillwater NB
Stillwater SB
Spring SE
Spring NW
Stillwater Ave /
Bennoch Rd (S)
Stillwater NB
Stillwater SB
Bennoch SE
Bennoch NW
Overall

2037 Level of Service with MaineDOT Alternative
Predevelopment
Postdevelopment
Sat
Sat
PM Sat (11/5)
AM
PM Sat (11/5)
(11/19)
(11/19)

C
B
B
B
B

C
C
C
B
C

C
C
B
B
B

C
B
B
B
B

C
B
B
B
B

C
C
C
C
C

C
C
B
B
B

C
B
B
B
B

A
A
E
B

A
A
D
E

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

A
A
E
D

A
B
E
F

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

A
B
B
B
B

B
B
B
B
B

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

B
B
B
B
B

B
C
B
B
B

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

(S) = Signalized Intersection
(U) = Unsignalized Intersection

As shown in the table, the proposed alternative at the intersection of College Avenue with
Stillwater Avenue is anticipated to operate at acceptable levels of service during all peak hour
conditions. The corridor is forecast to operate at higher levels of service with the MaineDOT
alternative than with the existing geometry. This layout does not require widening the Stillwater
Avenue Bridge; however, it would require widening both Stillwater Avenue and College Avenue
to accommodate the additional lanes.

Study Intersection Alternative
In addition to evaluating the MaineDOT proposed intersection alternative, GP also created an
alternative geometric layout for the corridor including both signalized intersections and the
intersection of Spring Street with Stillwater Avenue. The intersection of Spring Street with
Stillwater Avenue and the intersection of College Avenue with Stillwater Avenue both have two
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options for their design. The alternatives include the following geometric features and are
graphically shown on the plans provided in Appendix C:





Intersection of Bennoch Road with Stillwater Avenue (Signalized)
o Stillwater Avenue southbound right turn lane
Intersection of Spring Street with Stillwater Avenue (Unsignalized)
o Option 4A: Raised center median, restricting both Spring Street approaches to
right in, right out only
o Option 4B: a two-way center left turn lane on Stillwater Avenue
Intersection of College Avenue with Stillwater Avenue (Signalized)
o College Avenue eastbound left turn lane and through-right lane
o Option 6A: College Avenue westbound dual left turn lanes and a through-right
lane
o College Avenue westbound left turn lane, through-left lane, and right turn lane
(Not shown on the plans but analyzed below)

The following table summarizes the results of the capacity analyses for the study alternative. The
detailed analyses are included in Appendix B.
Level of Service Summary
Approach

College EB
College WB
Stillwater NB
Stillwater SB
Overall
College EB
College WB
Stillwater NB
Stillwater SB
Overall
Stillwater NB
Stillwater SB
Spring SE
Spring NW

2037 Level of Service with Study Alternative
Predevelopment
Postdevelopment
Sat
Sat
Sat
AM
PM
AM
PM
(11/5) (11/19)
(11/5)
Stillwater Ave / College Ave (S) – Option 6A
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
B
C
C
B
B
C
C
A
B
B
B
A
C
B
B
C
B
B
C
C
B
B
C
B
B
B
C
B
Stillwater Ave / College Ave (S) – (College left-left / thru / right)
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
B
B
B
B
B
C
B
B
B
B
B
C
C
B
B
C
B
B
B
C
B
Stillwater Ave / Spring St (U) – Option 4A (Center Median)
A
A
N/A
N/A
A
A
N/A
A
A
N/A
N/A
A
A
N/A
B
C
N/A
N/A
B
C
N/A
C
C
N/A
N/A
D
C
N/A
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Sat
(11/19)
C
B
B
B
B
C
C
B
B
B
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

2037 Level of Service with Study Alternative
Predevelopment
Postdevelopment
Approach
Sat
Sat
Sat
AM
PM
AM
PM
(11/5) (11/19)
(11/5)
Stillwater Ave / Spring St (U) – Option 4B (Center Turn Lane)
Stillwater NB
A
A
N/A
N/A
A
A
N/A
Stillwater SB
A
A
N/A
N/A
A
A
N/A
Spring SE
E
D
N/A
N/A
F
F
N/A
Spring NW
C
E
N/A
N/A
E
F
N/A
Stillwater Ave / Bennoch Rd (S)
Stillwater NB
A
B
N/A
N/A
A
B
N/A
Stillwater SB
B
B
N/A
N/A
A
B
N/A
Bennoch SE
B
B
N/A
N/A
C
C
N/A
Bennoch NW
B
C
N/A
N/A
C
C
N/A
Overall
B
B
N/A
N/A
B
B
N/A

Sat
(11/19)
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

It should be noted that the change interval times (yellow plus all red) used in the
Synchro/SimTraffic software are consistent with those used in the MaineDOT analysis, in order
to compare “apples to apples.” However, GP recommends reevaluating the change interval times
for the selected intersection geometry when finalizing the intersection design. Additionally, the
capacity analysis assumes that signal timing will be adjusted as development increases.
As shown in the table above, the signalized intersections are forecast to operate at acceptable
levels of service during both the predevelopment and postdevelopment conditions. The
unsignalized intersection of Spring Street with Stillwater Avenue is forecast to operate at
acceptable levels of service if Option 4A (right in / right out only) is implemented. If Option 4B
(center two-way left turn lane) is implemented, the Spring Street approaches are forecast to
operate at level of service ‘E’ or ‘F’. However, this is not uncommon for unsignalized intersections
in a congested area.
Level of Service (LOS) Comparison Of Scenarios
The following table is a summary of the 2037 Postdevelopment LOS for the different intersection
geometries:
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Level of Service Summary
Approach

College EB
College WB
Stillwater NB
Stillwater SB
Overall
Stillwater NB
Stillwater SB
Spring SE
Spring NW
Stillwater NB
Stillwater SB
Bennoch SE
Bennoch NW
Overall

2037 Level of Service Comparison
Existing Geometry
Study Alternative*
MaineDOT Alternative
Sat
Sat
Sat
Sat
Sat
Sat
AM PM
AM PM
AM PM
11/5 11/19
11/5 11/19
11/5 11/19
Stillwater Ave / College Ave (S)
C
D
C
C
C
C
C
C C (C) C (C) C (C) C (C)
B
F
D
B
B
C
C
B B (C) C (C) C (C) B (C)
B
F
F
D
B
C
B
B A (B) C (C) B (B) B (B)
C
C
C
C
B
C
B
B C (C) C (C) B (B) B (B)
C
F
E
C
B
C
B
B
B (B) C (C) B (B) B (B)
Stillwater Ave / Spring St (U)
A
D
N/A NA
A
A
N/A N/A A (A) A (A) N/A N/A
A
A
N/A N/A
A
B
N/A N/A A (A) A (A) N/A N/A
E
F
N/A N/A
E
E
N/A N/A B (F) C (F) N/A N/A
D
F
N/A N/A
D
F
N/A N/A D (E) C (F) N/A N/A
Stillwater Ave / Bennoch Rd (S)
B
F
N/A N/A
B
B
N/A N/A
A
B
N/A N/A
B
B
N/A N/A
B
C
N/A N/A
A
B
N/A N/A
B
B
N/A N/A
B
B
N/A N/A
C
C
N/A N/A
B
B
N/A N/A
B
B
N/A N/A
C
C
N/A N/A
B
F
N/A N/A
B
B
N/A N/A
B
B
N/A N/A

*X = Option A, (X) = Option B

As shown in the table, both the MaineDOT Alternatives and the Study Alternatives are forecast
to improve the levels of service of the signalized intersections. The proposed alternatives, both
MaineDOT and Study, are forecast to maintain or improve the levels of service at the unsignalized
intersection for most approaches. The Spring Street approaches are forecast to operate at low
levels of service with all layouts, which is not uncommon for an unsignalized intersection in a
congested area. The intersection of Spring Street with Stillwater Avenue operates at better levels
of service with Study Alternative 4A than any other layouts.
Queue Analysis
GP also completed a queue analysis for the 2037 Postdevelopment conditions with existing
geometry and with MaineDOT’s proposed mitigation. The queue analysis includes comparing the
95th percentile queue lengths to the available storage lengths to evaluate if the storage lanes are
long enough to accommodate the queuing vehicles. The queue analysis also includes evaluating
the impact of the mitigation on the queue lengths along the corridor. The queue analysis was
completed using the same Synchro/SimTraffic computer analysis software that was used to
complete the capacity analyses. The queue analysis is also based on the average of five SimTraffic
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runs. The following table summarizes the storage lengths of the existing and proposed lanes, the
95th percentile queue lengths with existing geometry, and the 95th percentile queue lengths with
the proposed mitigation.
Queue Analysis Summary
Approach

2037 Postdevelopment 95th Percentile Queue Length (ft)
Storage
Existing Geometry
Study Alt.*
MaineDOT Layout
Length
Sat Sat
Sat Sat
Sat Sat
(ft)
AM PM
AM PM
AM PM
11/5 11/19

11/5 11/19

11/5 11/19

Stillwater Ave /
College Ave

110 70 85 115
(115) (65) (85) (90)
115 65 90 105
90
(115) (75) (95) (100)
85 185 175 85
110
(85) (200) (175) (85)
50
30 230 155 65

College EB L

125(A)

70

95

85

85

75

80

75

College EB TR

100(B)

100

80

100

100

100

80

95

College WB L

300(C)

N/A N/A N/A N/A

90

230

200

230
N/A
220
N/A

165
N/A N/A (40) (260) (135) (65)
120 75
90 230 145 105
N/A N/A (110) (255) (150) (130)

College WB L

90

College WB LT
College WB TR

275(D)

College WB R

230(E)

Stillwater NB L

50(F)

Stillwater NB T

3395 430

120

20
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
80 380 295 105 65
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
40

30

30

80

40

45

65

30

35

340 2430 1765 860

220

425

205

260

N/A N/A N/A N/A

210

355

220

250

Stillwater NB TR

505(G)

Stillwater NB R

550

155

820

705

435

N/A N/A N/A N/A

Stillwater SB L

125(H)

180

170

165

160

170

175

160

160

510

325

325

395

495

360

310

335

490 N/A N/A

20
N/A
N/A
150
N/A

Stillwater SB TR

30 60 35 50
(35) (55) (40) (55)
140 255 235 210
(185) (230) (240) (220)
250 310 205 205
(310) (290) (225) (220)
N/A N/A N/A N/A
130 130 160 165
(130) (130) (160) (170)
640 440 295 400
(550) (395) (305) (395)

Stillwater Ave /
Spring St
Stillwater NB LTR

5

Stillwater NB L
Stillwater NB TR
Stillwater SB LTR

100

N/A N/A N/A N/A
N/A N/A N/A N/A
220 70 N/A N/A

Stillwater SB L

100

N/A N/A N/A N/A

Stillwater SB TR

N/A N/A N/A N/A
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N/A N/A N/A N/A
N/A --(5) N/A
N/A ----- N/A
N/A N/A N/A N/A
N/A (5) (5) N/A
20
30
N/A N/A N/A N/A
N/A
(20) (95)
85
N/A
N/A
175
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Approach

2037 Postdevelopment 95th Percentile Queue Length (ft)
Storage
Existing Geometry
Study Alt.*
MaineDOT Layout
Length
Sat Sat
Sat Sat
Sat Sat
(ft)
AM PM
AM PM
AM PM
11/5 11/19
N/A N/A

Spring SE LTR
Spring SE R
Spring NW LTR
Spring NW R
Stillwater Ave /
Bennoch Rd
Stillwater NB L
Stillwater NB T
Stillwater NB R
Stillwater SB L
Stillwater SB TR
Stillwater SB T
Stillwater SB R
Bennoch SE LT
Bennoch SE R
Bennoch NW LT
Bennoch NW R

290
150
150(I)

135(J)
250
100(K)

11/5
5
45
10
10 N/A
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
5
10 N/A N/A
5
15 N/A
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

11/19
11/5 11/19
N/A (15) (20) N/A N/A
N/A --5
N/A N/A
N/A (10) (5) N/A N/A
--- N/A N/A
N/A ---

70 1950 N/A N/A
290 3550 N/A N/A
35 170 N/A N/A
70 165 N/A N/A
395 390 N/A N/A

N/A 50 170 N/A N/A
N/A 235 340 N/A N/A
N/A 25 45 N/A N/A
N/A 55 110 N/A N/A
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
N/A 315 325 N/A N/A
N/A 20
85 N/A N/A
N/A 155 85 N/A N/A
N/A 75 50 N/A N/A
N/A 45 55 N/A N/A
N/A 50 50 N/A N/A

N/A N/A N/A N/A
N/A N/A N/A N/A
130 60 N/A N/A
50
45 N/A N/A
45
55 N/A N/A
45
45 N/A N/A

*## = Option A, (##) = Option B
(A) Study Alt. only
(B) Existing and MaineDOT Layout
(C) Study Alt. is 215 feet
(D) Study Alt. is 230 feet

55
310
45
100
370
N/A
N/A
125
65
50
40

115
445
90
140
445
N/A
N/A
65
45
45
50

(E) Study Alt. only
(F) Study Alt. is 65 feet
(G) Study Alt. only
(H) Study Alt. is 85 feet

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

(I) Study Alt. is 200 feet
(J) Study Alt. only
(K) Study Alt. is 65 feet

As shown in the table, the queue lengths are forecast to exceed the available storage lengths
during several peak hours. The results that are shown in bold (and highlighted) are those that
exceed the available storage lengths. At the intersection of Stillwater Avenue with College
Avenue, the northbound queue lengths exceed 3000 feet during the PM peak hour and the
Saturday peak hour with an event if no mitigation is applied during future conditions. Additionally,
the College Avenue westbound left turn queue length is anticipated to exceed 3000 ft during the
PM peak hour. In the model, the Stillwater Avenue northbound queue lengths at College Avenue
were observed extending south past the intersection of Stillwater Avenue with Bennoch Road
during the PM peak hour, which caused the northbound queue length of Stillwater Avenue at
Bennoch Road to extend over 3000 ft.
At the intersection of Stillwater Avenue with Spring Street, based on a review of the model, the
northbound queue length on Stillwater Avenue is primarily due to the northbound queue length
at College Avenue extending past Spring Street. The Stillwater Avenue southbound queue at
Spring Street is due to left turning vehicles onto Spring Street waiting for a gap to turn. This
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occurs very few times during the peak hour, but when it occurs it has a significant impact on the
through traffic.

Signal Equipment Upgrades / Timing / Phasing







New signal controllers, video equipment – New signal equipment can be timed and phased
to adapt to increases and decreases in traffic volumes as they occur, thus significantly
reducing the existing long queues than can occur. These revisions can include special
event timing, and timing that incrementally increases green time for short durations of
high volume traffic.
The new signal system should be capable of both allowing emergency vehicles to pre-empt
the signal and for transit vehicles to receive green priority.
Leading Pedestrian Interval (LPI) – This is a walk time that allows pedestrians to start their
crossing before conflicting traffic, so that they can more easily be seen by drivers in the
crosswalk.
Blank Out signs – This sign is one that is on the overhead mast arm and is blank until a
pedestrian pushes the walk button. When the pedestrian receives a walk symbol, the sign
will light up telling conflicting drivers to YIELD to crossing pedestrians.

Pedestrian Accommodations







Additional Sidewalks – Additional sidewalks are being proposed throughout the study area
to better accommodate pedestrians. According to the MaineDOT, the bridges currently
being designed over the Stillwater River will have a sidewalk on the westerly side of the
bridge.
Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacons (RRFBs) – These pedestrian actuated yellow flashing
signs are being proposed at the mid-block crosswalk at the end of Free Street crossing
Stillwater Avenue.
ADA Ramps – New pedestrian accessible ramps are proposed at all termini of pedestrian
crosswalks throughout the study area
Pedestrian Push Buttons and Countdown heads – New pedestrian push buttons and
countdown heads are being proposed at the termini of all the crosswalks at the signalized
intersections.

Bicycle Accommodations


To better accommodate bicyclists, five foot paved shoulders are being proposed
throughout the corridor. The edge lines that delineate the shoulder for the bicycles may
also help to slow vehicular traffic and separate them from the bicyclists.
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Transit Accommodations
The University has access to a variety of great transit systems to assist in transporting students
who either do not wish to drive their vehicle or do not have a vehicle to drive. More information
regarding the systems are provided as follows:
Black Bear Orono Express: https://umaine.edu/shuttle/
 Free for all riders
 Operates all day Monday-Friday and Saturday afternoon/early evening
Community Connector: http://www.bangormaine.gov/communityconnector
 UMaine Students and Faculty ride free, fee for other riders
 Operates Monday-Saturday (Saturday schedule is typically different than weekdays)
 Old Town Route goes on Campus, but riders can transfer busses to other routes taking
them to Hampden, Bangor, Veazie and Brewer
Concord Coach Lines: https://concordcoachlines.com/stop/orono-umaine/
 Only operates on campus during Spring and Fall semesters
 Appears to only operate on Fridays and Sundays
Greyhound Bus Lines has a stop at the Dysart’s in Bangor, but no UMaine specific service.
To encourage the use of the Transit Systems, we recommend that the new signal systems as
identified as part of this study as well as others in the area be capable of transit priority, reducing
the travel time of riding on the bus as well as the headways, making it more attractive for
ridership.

Summary of Recommendations by Sheet
In addition to the above conceptual improvements, the following is a description of each sheet of
the concept plans provided in Appendix C.
Sheet 2:
Improve channelization – Traveling northbound on Stillwater Avenue just after crossing over the
Orono / Old Town municipal line, there is some ambiguity as to how many lanes there actually
are, and then as one approaches the Bennoch Road intersection a driver can get trapped into a
left turn lane when they wanted to go through. The proposed channelization will assist with the
ambiguity and lane entrapment by channelization traffic into a single lane and then tapering out
for those who desire to turn left.
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Sheet 3:
Reconstruct Bennoch Road Islands – Widen the island on the easterly leg of the intersection for
better channelization and reconstruct the right turn slip lane on the westerly leg for better
pedestrian accommodations such as ADA landings and pedestrian push buttons.
Add SB Right Turn Lane – A longer right turn lane is proposed to both allow longer queuing of
right turning vehicles without effecting through traffic as well as allow access to the right turn
lane when there is a queue in the through lane.
Dead End Franklin – The concept plan shows discontinuing Franklin Street into the signalized
intersection with Bennoch Road. This will decrease the size and confusion of the intersection
and potentially improve the vehicular, pedestrian and bicyclist’s safety. The traffic that was
counted using Franklin Street through this intersection was minimal.
Replace / Upgrade Signal Equipment (Including LPI and Blank Out Sign) – Described in detail
previously herein.
Replace / Upgrade Pedestrian Accommodations – Replace or Upgrade the intersection pedestrian
accommodations including safer crosswalk locations, pedestrian push buttons, pedestrian
countdown heads and ADA ramps. This would also include adding an LPI and Blank Out Sign as
described previously herein.
Sheet 4A:
Add Center Turn Lane – Add a center turn lane on Stillwater Avenue from approximately Spring
Street to Free Street. This will provide an area for left turns on Stillwater Avenue wait out of
the traffic stream and no longer block through traffic on Stillwater Avenue. It will also allow for
left turning traffic from the side streets to use the center turn lane for “two stage gap acceptance”,
which means the driver waits for a gap on one direction, pulls into the center turn lane, then
waits for a gap in the other direction.
Add Mid-Block Crosswalk with RRFB – This plan shows a proposed mid-block crosswalk across
Stillwater Avenue at the end of Free Street. This crosswalk will be supplemented with pedestrian
actuated Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacons (RRFBs), which are basically pedestrian crossing
signs with flashing yellow lights below them. It should be noted that at this cross walk, as well as
all others throughout the corridor, should be illuminated for night time visibility of crossing
pedestrians.
Potential Cross Connection between Spring Street and Bennoch Road – Although not shown on
the plan, and the location is to be determined, a note suggests a possible cross connection
between Spring Street and Bennoch Road. This cross connection would provide users of Spring
Street access to the signalized intersection of Stillwater Ave and Bennoch Road.
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Reconstruct Channelization Islands – Both approaches of Spring Street currently have a small
island at the intersection with Stillwater Avenue. The islands are an odd shape and located such
that they can cause confusion to drivers. Those islands are proposed to be removed and replaced
with more formal islands providing better guidance to drivers.
Remove Existing Mid-block Crosswalk – There is an existing mid-block crosswalk located across
Stillwater Avenue between Free Street and the bridge. It does not appear that the crosswalk has
been painted in a while and does not have any supporting signage. It was mentioned at the public
meeting that it was difficult to see pedestrians in the crosswalk, which is located on a slight vertical
curve. We recommend the existing crosswalk not be repainted and efforts be focused instead
on the proposed crosswalk at the end of Free Street.
Access Management Island – Currently in front of the Market Café is one large curb cut that
blends into Free Street. An access management island is proposed to improve the safety of
customers using the Café as well as drivers on Stillwater Avenue and Free Street.
Sheet 4B:
This plan is an alternative to that shown on Sheet 4A. The intent is that this alternative would
only be implemented if safety issues arose at the intersection of Stillwater Avenue / Spring Street.
This plan is similar to Sheet 4A with the exception that a raised center median would be added
on Stillwater Avenue that restricts Spring Street to right turn in and right turn out.
Sheet 5:
The bridge is still being designed, but this plan shows the terminus of the bridge at the northerly
end and the proposed lane design on Stillwater Avenue. How exactly they will blend together is
still being finalized.
Sheet 6A:
Right turn slip lane – A right turn slip lane is being proposed for Stillwater Avenue northbound
traffic turning onto College Avenue. This right turn slip lane will assist pedestrians by reducing
the distance they need to travel across College Avenue and also reduce the potential vehicular –
pedestrian conflicts with the right turning traffic.
Additional Approach Lanes on College Avenue with receiving lanes – The east leg of the
intersection (College Avenue) is proposed to be widened to provide for an additional westbound
approach lane, providing a total of three approach lanes and one lane traveling away from the
intersection. The approach lanes are proposed as dual left turn lanes and a thru/right lane. In
the future, if volumes dictated, this could be revised to a left, left/thru, and a right turn lane. Since
two left turn lanes are being proposed, two receiving lanes on Stillwater Avenue southbound are
also proposed. The two receiving lanes will merge to a single lane prior to the bridge.
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Center median on College Avenue – As a result of the widening of College Avenue as discussed
above, there would then be three separate approach lanes to the intersection. It could be unsafe
to allow left turning movements to cross three lanes of traffic in order to complete their
maneuver (either in or out). For that reason, a raised center median is proposed starting at the
intersection and continuing easterly to approximately Old Mill Road.
Additional Approach Lane on NB Stillwater with receiving lane – To improve the capacity of the
intersection, an additional northbound through lane on Stillwater Avenue with an associated
through lane is being proposed.
Introduction of Center Turn Lane – Currently, an informal northbound left turn lane on Stillwater
Avenue is provided for left turning vehicles into McDonalds. This informal left turn lane requires
northbound through traffic to shift to the right in going through the intersection. This movement
is not ideal and was identified through field observations as actually lowering the capacity of an
already overburdened intersection. A formal center turn lane is being proposed for this section
of Stillwater Avenue to improve the safety and capacity of the roadway network and signalized
intersection.
Closure of McDonalds Southerly Driveway – To improve the operations of the signalized
intersection, it is preferred to reduce potential conflicts within the immediate area. For that
reason, it is recommended that the southerly most right out only driveway (less than 40 feet
from the STOP bar of Stillwater Avenue) of McDonalds be discontinued as shown on the plan.
McDonalds has two other locations on site in which they can exit and not directly impact the
operations of the intersections.
Replace / Upgrade Signal Equipment - Described in detail previously herein.
Replace / Upgrade Pedestrian Equipment – Replace or Upgrade the intersection pedestrian
accommodations including pedestrian push buttons, pedestrian countdown heads and ADA
ramps. This would also include adding an LPI as described previously herein. It should be noted
that two crosswalks are being added to the intersection, one across the westerly leg and one
across the southerly leg of the intersection.
Sheet 7A:
This plan shows the extension of the Stillwater Avenue center turn lane from Sheet 6A and where
it would approximately match into the existing striping.
Sheet 8A:
The purpose of this sheet is to show the College Avenue approach to Stillwater Avenue as shown
in more detail on Sheet 6A.
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Sheet 6B:
This plan is an alternative to that shown on Sheet 6A. The intent is that this alternative would
only be implemented if safety issues arose at the intersection of Stillwater Avenue / College
Avenue, and more specifically on the roadway segment to the north of the intersection. This
plan is similar to Sheet 6A with the exception that a raised center median would be added on
Stillwater Avenue that restricts driveways within that section of Stillwater Avenue to right-in /
right-out only. As shown on Sheet 9B, businesses on the westerly side of Stillwater Avenue can
access out the back of the property to College Avenue and then to the signalized intersection
with Stillwater Avenue. Businesses on the easterly side of Stillwater Avenue would be restricted
to right-in / right-out only, with the exception of Maine Savings Federal Credit Union which would
also be somewhat restricted, but would have more options than just right-in / right-out only.
Sheet 7B:
This plan shows the extension of the raised center median on Stillwater Avenue from Sheet 6B
and how it would terminate.
Sheet 8B:
As described previously under Sheet 6B, the purpose of this plan is to show how the businesses
on the westerly side of Stillwater Avenue could access College Avenue out to Stillwater Avenue,
thus allowing vehicles to / from all directions without any restrictions.
It should be noted that a center median on Stillwater Avenue would still restrict some movements
for businesses along the easterly side of Stillwater Avenue to the north of College Avenue.

Opinions of Cost
Opinions of construction costs will be provided after the Second Public Meeting.

Meeting Summary
Gorrill Palmer (GP) held several meetings throughout the process of the study. The meetings
were held so stakeholders could provide input and public comments could be heard. The
following summarizes the meetings held with meeting minutes provided in Appendix D:
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Kick-Off Meeting: November 18, 2016
This meeting was attended by GP and the Advisory Committee, which includes representatives
from the City of Old Town, the Town of Orono, Bangor Area Comprehensive Transportation
System (BACTS), MaineDOT and the University of Maine. The goals of the meeting were as
follows:






Develop the Purpose and Need
Identify local issues associated with pedestrians and bicycles, traffic patterns, and abutters
Discuss the previous studies and confirm additional data collection needs
Review and refine the Scope of Work as necessary
Discuss the land use vision of the Stakeholders and request a spreadsheet and map of the
forecast land uses for discussion at the next meeting

First Public Meeting: January 18, 2017
This meeting was attended by GP, representatives from the City of Old Town, the Town of
Orono, BACTS, MaineDOT and many members of the community. The purpose of this meeting
was to introduce the public to the study, review the motivation of the study, review the scope
of the Study, receive public comments on the corridor, and discuss the next steps of the study.
Advisory Committee Meeting: March 1, 2017
This meeting was attended by GP and the Advisory Committee. The goals of the meeting were
as follows:





Review existing conditions reports
Receive input on existing deficiencies
Receive input on potential alternatives
Discuss next steps

Advisory Committee Meeting: May 17, 2017
This meeting was attended by GP and the Advisory Committee. The goal of the meeting was to
review the Draft Report and the conceptual plans and to receive feedback on which alternatives
to pursue.
Second Public Meeting: May 25, 2017
To be completed after meeting
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BACTS – KICK OFF MEETING
STILLWATER AVENUE CORRIDOR STUDY
Project:
Date/Location of Meeting:
Prepared By:
Attendees:
Distribution:

Stillwater Avenue Corridor Study
November 18, 2016; Old Town, Maine
Randy Dunton / Tom Gorrill, GP
See attached Sign-In Sheet
All Attendees

Please contact GP within one week of receiving if you would like to add, change, or revise the
below minutes.

Purpose of Meeting:





To kick off the Stillwater Avenue Corridor Study.
Receive comments and feedback on the corridor
Presentation by MaineDOT on the potential Stillwater Avenue bridge replacement
Discuss Next Steps

Summary of Notes:
The following are items discussed at the meeting:










UMaine special events (such as homecoming, commencement, sports events, move-in) can
cause significant traffic congestion and delay on College Ave and Stillwater Ave.
There is a potential development on Stillwater Avenue on the southeast corner of Bennoch
Road and Stillwater Ave. It has recently been sold and may be developed as a restaurant or
retail use.
Sargent (northwest of intersection) uses Bennoch Road to travel to and from their
contracting yard to the interstate ramps on Stillwater. Turning movements onto and off from
Bennoch Road can be difficult for their trucks.
There is no protected left turn phase for southbound left turning traffic from Stillwater onto
Bennoch Road. This creates “close calls” because of the wide width of the intersection.
The controller at the intersection of Stillwater and Bennoch Road is old and is in need of
replacement. It is our understanding that the intersection is currently operating “pre-timed”
because the vehicle detection is no longer operable. Randy requested the time of day plans
if they are available. Early recommendations for improvements to this intersection from the
study would be appreciated.
The signal equipment at the intersection of Stillwater Ave and College Ave is also old and in
need of replacement.
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A roundabout is planned to be constructed at the Park St entrance to UMO. Traffic patterns
are likely to change while it is being constructed and may increase traffic on Stillwater Ave.
The Town of Orono would like to be sure the study includes consideration for all modes of
transportation including pedestrians, bicycles, and transit.
Traffic on Route 2 has increased as the delays on Stillwater Ave increase. This traffic may
shift back to Stillwater Ave once the improvements recommended by this study are
implemented. This shift should be included in the traffic forecast.
The City of Old Town would like a list and documentation of the need for short term
improvements as soon as they are available so the City can apply for funding.
AD Electric reviewed the “functionality” of the corridor. John Cyr of Bangor public works
maintains the signal for the City.
Rob said that TMSI prepared a signal coordination plan for the Orono section of the corridor.
It was suggested that a timing plan should be implemented for special events at the University.
This may be especially helpful when the events get out. Rob said UMaine homecoming, the
craft fair, move in day, and commencement are all special events that generate a lot of traffic.
Preemption should be considered in recommendations for emergency vehicles and plowing.
Left turn into McDonalds causes safety and congestion issues. Stillwater Ave entrance
perhaps could be eliminated (or restricted to right-in / right-out) but would need to consider
the effect that would have on the on-site drive-thru.
RH Foster is considering development of a parcel adjacent to and on the north side of Maine
Savings.
The study should mention and likely put to rest alternative crossings of the Stillwater River
to connect to the campus from the Stillwater Avenue interchange.
The Bennoch Road intersection geometry is unique because of the angles of the intersecting
roads and recommendations should include improvements.
A northbound right turn slip lane from Stillwater Avenue onto College Avenue should be
considered. This may require land from the “Webber Lot”.
It was mentioned that there has been “cut through” traffic observed through the bank on the
northeast corner of the Stillwater Avenue / College Ave intersection.
The Ames parking lot is underutilized and should be considered for a commuter lot since it
is serviced by a transit stop.
The City of Bangor is looking at changes to the Community Connector to implement
designated stops. UMO card users can ride for free on any bus system, which needs to be
publicized more. Concord Trailways stops on campus. Black Bear express is free to anyone.
Also, the Avenue bus could be utilized to a fuller extent. It is free and was part of the TMP
for the project on Washburn-“The Avenue” project.
The standalone bike path on UMO campus extends from “The Avenue” to the intersection
of Long Road / Rangely Road.
Wednesdays seem to work best for the next advisory committee meeting.
Contacts for municipalities:
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o Orono - Dave Milan-planning and Economic development
o UMO - Jeff Aceto
o Old Town - David Russell
In addition to the above discussion, the MaineDOT presented traffic modeling of the Stillwater
Avenue / College Avenue intersection and a discussion on where they are regarding the
replacement of the bridge.






At this point they are considering their options but strongly leaning toward a two lane bridge
and not a three or four lane bridge.
The traffic modeling focused on the PM peak hour, since that appeared to be the most
congested time period.
The intersection was evaluated as actuated and isolated
It was mentioned that McDonalds left turn in off Stillwater Avenue is suspected of creating
capacity issues for the area
A roundabout was not considered for this intersection because of the expected significant
conflict of lefts from College Avenue and northbound through volume on Stillwater Avenue
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BACTS – FIRST PUBLIC MEETING
STILLWATER AVENUE CORRIDOR STUDY
Project:
Date/Location of Meeting:
Prepared By:
Attendees:
Distribution:

Stillwater Avenue Corridor Study
January 18, 2017; Old Town, Maine
Randy Dunton / Tom Gorrill, GP
See attached Sign-In Sheet
All Attendees

Please contact GP within one week of receiving if you would like to add, change, or revise the
below minutes.

Purpose of Meeting:





To review the History/ Reason behind the Study.
To review the scope of the Stillwater Avenue Corridor Study.
Receive public comments and feedback on the corridor.
Discuss Next Steps.

Summary of Notes:

Rob Kenerson, Director of BACTS opened the meeting explaining how the study came about and BACTS
role in the study. He introduced those in attendance who are members of the Corridor Advisory
Committee; DOT, City of Old Town, BACTS representatives, and members of the project study team.
Rob explained that the approximate boundaries of the study area along Stillwater Avenue are from
Bennoch Road to College Avenue. He said a key issue for the study is to confirm MaineDOT’s preliminary
finding that the two bridges within the corridor which are scheduled for replacement do not need to be
widened to accommodate additional lanes of traffic. He stated that the 2003 corridor study forecast the
volumes of traffic to increase from approximately 16,000 vehicles per day (vpd) in 2003 to 30,000 vpd in
2023 but that this growth has not occurred and the volume remains at approximately 16,000 vpd.
Rob emphasized that the primary purpose of this meeting is to listen to the public comments and gain
input as to what should be considered in the study. He said no concepts or visions for the corridor have
been created yet. He noted that a sign in sheet was circulating and requested everyone sign in. He
introduced Randy Dunton to go over the scope of the study.
Randy reviewed the scope of the study including the following:
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Advisory Committee Meeting-Nov 18, 2016
Data Collection
Identification of future trends and needs
Traffic system management plan
Transportation improvement plan
Recommendations
Meetings- Several advisory committee meetings and two public meetings

Randy emphasized the need for public comment and input for the study and opened up the meeting to
public comment. The following is a summary of the comments received:






Nancy Leavitt, 10 Spring Street, had the following comments:
o Where the traffic is coming from and going to? Randy explained that determining this
would be very involved and beyond the scope of the study. He explained we do have
the traffic volumes and know the direction traffic is turning at each intersection such as
the amount of traffic turning onto and off of College Avenue. He said turning
movement counts were done during several athletic events at the University including
football and basketball games to document the traffic these events contribute to the
traffic flow on Stillwater Ave Avenue. He said we have also obtained traffic counts
completed by the MaineDOT.
o There is a lack of facilities for safe pedestrian activity at the intersection of Spring Street
and Bennoch Road.
o The recent changes to the lights at the interstate ramps have made it more difficult to
exit South Spring Street
o Vehicles run the red lights which fills the gaps at the intersection of Stillwater Ave and
Bennoch Rd. They also speed.
o She asked if a camera could be installed at Stillwater Ave/Bennoch Rd 15 years ago
when the last study was done to catch illegal activity but it was not done.
o There needs to be a left turn arrow to turn left onto Bennoch Rd.
o The “No left turn” sign exiting the southbound approach of Spring Street is ignored.
o The Bus system should be reviewed to insure that people picked up at Spring Street can
get to UMO.
o The island is Spring Street is awkward.
o Sight distance exiting Spring Street is poor.
Eric Damboise, 664 College Avenue, asked if the study will consider the effect of traffic lights
outside the corridor have on the corridor. Rob responded that both Orono and Old Town are
working on a signal coordination study.
Ralph Whedon,15 Spring Street, handed out a page containing his comments which is included
as an attachment to these minutes.
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Chris Avila,7 Franklin Street, questioned the accuracy of the traffic count of only 16,000 vpd. He
also suggested that elimination of the right on red exiting Bennoch Rd be considered since it
conflicts with the right turn onto Franklin Street from Stillwater Ave. He noted that there is also
a pedestrian crossing of Stillwater Ave Avenue adjacent to North Street.
Kelly Hasselbrack, 358 Bennoch Rd Road, commented that the bridges are unsafe for
pedestrians and bicyclists. Rob responded that the replacement bridges will have sidewalks and
bike lanes.
Erik daSilva representing the Bicycle Coalition of Maine and lives in Orono. Erik handed out
“ Heatmaps” showing relative levels of bicycle activity. A copy of the handout is included as an
attachment to these minutes. He encouraged the consideration of wide shoulders for bicyclists.
He noted that the long northbound queues at the intersection of College Ave causes bicyclists
making lefts to use Michael Street to get to College Avenue.
Chris Ford, 17 Old Mill Road, asked that a rotary be considered in the Spring Street area.
Mike Schillep, 1121 Stillwater Ave, had the following comments:
o Agree that a rotary should be considered at Bennoch Rd.
o Suggested the study consider signage on I-95 directing trucks to use the Gilman Falls exit.
o The operation of the traffic lights needs to be reviewed.
o Need to add a pedestrian lights for a crossing just north of Free Street.
o The bridge is a gateway and the design should reflect that.
Gary Young, 245 Kirkland Road, commented that the north end of Spring Street is a racetrack.
He said vehicles bypass the traffic backed up at Bennoch Rd by turning right onto Spring St then
right onto Gould St followed by a right turn onto Bennoch Rd to get to Stillwater Ave. He said
this can save a lot of time during peak traffic. He suggested a potential alternative was to make
Spring Street on way. He also said the slip lane for at Bennoch Rd and Spring is too short.
Al Dickey, 625 College Ave, had the following comments:
o As a pedestrian, you cannot go straight from College Ave to College Ave extension. The
crossing of Stillwater Ave is too dangerous.
o As a pedestrian or bicyclist , there is no way to go from McDonalds south on Stillwater
Ave . Need to add pedestrian and bicycle facilities to this area.
o The right turn from Stillwater Ave onto College is sharp.
o The Stillwater Ave bridge is dangerous for pedestrians.
o Traffic queues up at Bennoch Rd in both directions and there is a lot of traffic crossing
Bennoch Rd.
o The whole corridor needs to be improved for pedestrians and bicyclists.
Erik daSilva commented that coming from College traveling southwest toward Bennoch Rd, the
only way to get to a sidewalk is to cut up Old Mill Road. Need to extend sidewalks. Rob pointed
out Mr. Rose from the bike shop is on the project Advisory Committee and will be advocating for
bicyclists.
Judy Avila, 7 Franklin Street, commented when she walks from the post office she jaywalks
across Stillwater Ave Avenue at Spring Street since she does not feel safe crossing at Bennoch Rd.
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Beth Wallinga, 11 Franklin Street, had the following comments:
o Could you block off Franklin Street?
o People don’t yield to pedestrians at Bennoch Rd.
o Bridge is dangerous for pedestrians and bicyclists.
o The Recreation center is on Bennoch Rd across from the church which generates
pedestrians.
o Get rid of the island.
o Worst time for traffic along the corridor is from 3 to 5 PM in both directions. Traffic
queues to Hannaford.
o Right turn onto Bennoch Rd heading north is a big issue. Lots of traffic does this.
o A new bridge from Godfrey to the Streamplant lot at the University should be
considered.
Nancy Leavitt, 10 South Spring Street, said she does not walk to the Post office because she
could be hit crossing Stillwater Ave. She also said the angle of Bennoch Rd is an issue.
Chris Avila, 7 Franklin, said that Franklin Street is one way with no exit but this is ignored. There
are lots of trucks on Stillwater Ave.
Unidentified Comment- Are you looking at a third lane? Randy responded that nothing is off the
table but if a third lane is needed it would be part of a long range plan.
Nancy Leavitt said the widening question was asked 15 years ago and people did not want it
widened.
Al Dickey noted that Umaine owns the land adjacent to Irving and we may want to see if they
have any plans for development.
Gary Young said there is a need to look at Stillwater Ave inbound to downtown Old Town as
people are using the third lane as a travel lane (beyond scope of study).
Beth Wallinga said she was concerned with the impact of the bridge construction. City Manager,
Bill Mayo, said that City would want two lanes maintained during construction.
Al Dickey asked if email updates and information sent to the advisory committee could be sent
via email to people in attendance at tonight’s meeting. Rob responded that they are
represented by the people on the Advisory Committee and encourage them to communicate
with them.

Randy reviewed the target dates for the study as summarized below:








Initial finding submitted to Advisory Committee- Feb 17, 2018
Advisory Committee Meeting- Feb 24, 2017
Draft Report Submitted to Advisory Committee- March 24, 2017
Advisory Committee Meeting- March 31, 2017
Second Public Meeting-April 14, 2017
Final Report Submitted-April 21, 2017
Contract Deadline-April 30, 2017
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Rob concluded the meeting by noting that and major recommendations from the study would likely not
be fully implemented for at least 5 years.
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Stillwater Avenue Corridor Study
March 1, 2017; Old Town, Maine
Randy Dunton – Gorrill Palmer (GP)
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All Attendees

Please contact GP within one week of receiving if you would like to add, change, or revise the
below minutes.

Purpose of Meeting:





Review Existing Conditions Reports
Receive Input on Existing Deficiencies
Receive Input on Potential Alternatives
Discuss Next Steps

Summary of Notes:
Randy Dunton from GP and Rob Kenerson, Director of BACTS opened the meeting explaining the reason
for the meeting. Brief introductions were given and a sign-in sheet was passed around. In addition, two
memos were distributed; “Draft Crash History, February 2017” and “Draft Existing Conditions, February
2017”. Each memo was discussed as follows:
Draft Crash History –
Draft Existing Conditions –
The committee was then asked to identify deficiencies and / possible alternatives for the area. The
following were identified (in no particular order).
Southern Portion of the Corridor:



It was acknowledged that signal systems at both signalized intersections within the study needed
to be upgraded. It was identified that the Bennoch Road intersection has received new vehicle
detection cameras.
Improve striping and channelization on the roadway section between the Old Town – Orono Town
line and the Stillwater Ave / Bennoch Road intersection. This section has varying widths of
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pavement that appears to confuse drivers as to the number of lanes and where they should be
within those lanes.
Discussion about AADT.
The potential to dead end Franklin Street at the Stillwater Avenue end. This could improve the
safety and capacity of the intersection.
There was a discussion regarding people’s complaints about difficulty in turning left from the
unsignalized side streets such as Spring or Free. Randy expressed that this is not uncommon for
side street left turn movements on major travel ways such as Stillwater.
The need for a southbound protected left turn from Stillwater onto Bennoch was discussed. This
existing permitted movement was identified during BACTS turning movement counts as being a
safety issue and observed numerous “near misses”. The Police Chief also acknowledged that they
receive numerous calls about making that movement.
Because the southbound right turn from Stillwater onto Bennoch is not that long, during peak
hours the through traffic queue blocks the rights from using it. It was discussed that there is a
perception of drivers using Spring Street onto Gould Street to avoid the wait associated with the
queued traffic. Right turn volumes may be a little low.
Old Town Police Chief said speeding detail did not identify that there was a speeding issue on
Spring Street
Adequacy and safety of the pedestrian and bicycle accommodations, specifically at the two
signalized intersections, are a concern.
The pedestrian mid-block crossing adjacent to Free Street was raised as a safety concern.
Currently, there is no distinguishable crossing (no pavement markings or signage).
The potential signalization of the Stillwater Ave / Spring Street intersection was raised as a
potential alternative. BACTS will be collecting turning movement counts at that location so GP
can conduct a Signal Warrant analysis.
The islands on each of the Spring Street approaches to Stillwater were discussed as not having
any benefit and causing some driver confusion. Their removal was suggested.
There was some desire expressed to provide a sidewalk on the easterly side of Stillwater between
Spring Street and the bridge.
There was a desire expressed that the new bridge provide sidewalk on each side of the bridge.
This will provide for potential future pedestrian accommodations and reduce the need for midblock crosswalks across Stillwater.

Northern Portion of the Corridor:




It was identified that the left turn into McDonalds from Stillwater appeared to be causing driver
confusion and northbound through traffic was operating at a capacity less than the southbound
traffic due to this left turn movement. This situation is exacerbated by the fact that northbound
through traffic is required to shift to the right while going through the intersection to keep in the
through lane. The general consensus was that the left turn lane should be removed. There was
some discussion whether a raised median or a striped median (with monitoring) should be
installed to discourage left turning traffic into the site. Potentially talk with other McDonalds to
discuss if they have been effected. Discussion about channelization island vs median. Discussed
who would pay in or outside of ROW.
Discussed MaineDOT study and number of lanes
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Bridge Life 75 years / Design of Signals 20 years
Bridge Project may have 5 million to do other work outside of the bridge

Randy reviewed the target dates for the study as summarized below:








Initial finding submitted to Advisory Committee- Feb 17, 2018
Advisory Committee Meeting- Feb 24, 2017
Draft Report Submitted to Advisory Committee- March 24, 2017
Advisory Committee Meeting- March 31, 2017
Second Public Meeting-April 14, 2017
Final Report Submitted-April 21, 2017
Contract Deadline-April 30, 2017
Rob concluded the meeting by noting that and major recommendations from the study
would likely not be fully implemented for at least 5 years.

